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Detection of putative functional angiotensinogen
(AGT) gene variants controlling plasma AGT levels by
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Previous studies have suggested that angiotensinogen (AGT) gene variants are associated with increased
plasma AGT levels, and may also contribute towards the inherited component of predisposition to
essential hypertension in humans. To explore the potential functionality of several AGT polymorphisms
and estimate their effects, together with other sources of familial correlations, on plasma AGT, we
undertook a large study involving 545 healthy French volunteers in 130 nuclear families that include 285
offspring. Plasma AGT levels were measured in all participants, and bi-allelic AGT variants were analysed
as candidate functional variants at three sites in the 5’-flanking region (C-532T, A-20C, G-6A), two sites in
exon 2 (M235T, T174M) and two newly identified variant sites in the untranslated sequence of exon 5
and the 3’-flanking region (C+2054A, C+2127T) of the gene. Analysis with the class D regressive model
showed significant effects influencing plasma AGT levels of all AGT polymorphisms tested, with the
exception of T174M. The most significant result was found at C-532T (P=0.000001), which accounts for
4.3% of total plasma AGT variability in parents and 5.5% in offspring, with substantial residual familial
correlations. Maximum likelihood estimates of haplotype frequencies and tests of linkage disequilibrium
between each AGT polymorphism and a putative QTL are in agreement with a complete confounding of
C-532T with the QTL, when taking into account sex and generation specific effects of the QTL. However,
further combined segregation-linkage analyses showed significant evidence for additional effects of G-
6A, M235T and C+2054A polymorphisms after accounting for C-532T, which supports a complex model
with at least two functional variants within the AGT gene controlling AGT levels.
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Introduction
Angiotensinogen (AGT) is the inactive precursor of the

potent vasoactive and salt-retaining hormone angiotensin

II, and thus constitutes a major component of the renin

angiotensin system which controls blood pressure and

salt-water homeostasis. Plasma AGT level is rather stable

in one individual, but is under the long-term control of

several hormones, such as glucocorticoids, oestrogens, thyr-

oid hormones, and angiotensin II, which are known to

induce AGT expression.1 Beside the hormonal control of

AGT expression, a genetic influence on AGT plasma level

has been documented since polymorphisms of AGT have

been shown to be associated with significant effects on plas-

ma AGT concentration.2 Interestingly, alleles associated

with higher levels of plasma AGT have an increased

frequency in hypertensive subjects as compared to normo-

tensive controls, suggesting that AGT variants might beReceived 4 April 2002; revised 3 July 2002; accepted 10 July 2002
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predisposing to essential hypertension. However, positive

results found in some association studies2 – 5 were not repli-

cated in others.6 – 9 Linkage studies of hypertension with

AGT in various ethnic groups, using sib-pair methods, failed

to replicate10,11 initial positive results.2 Given the lack of

power of linkage studies to detect quantitative trait loci

(QTL) with small effects, AGT may still contribute as a

minor factor to essential hypertension, through changes

in its basal expression or regulation.

Finding the molecular variants within AGT which are

responsible for genetically determined differences in expres-

sion would be a major step for elucidating regulation of

AGT expression and its genetic variability, and for further

genetic studies. The M235T polymorphism, which is

strongly associated with plasma AGT levels, was definitively

excluded as the functional variant by biochemical analysis

of recombinant AGTM235 and AGTT235 molecules.12 Haplo-

type-based association studies with hypertension

designated the G-6A polymorphism, located in the proxi-

mal 5’-flanking region of the gene, as a good candidate.13

In vitro studies showed a difference in the level of transcrip-

tion induced on reporter genes by AGT promoters

containing the A or the G allele, although differences due

to the alleles were slight as compared to variability in the

results.12

In contrast to previous studies which were based on case-

control comparisons, we designed a family study to explore

the potential functionality of AGT polymorphisms and esti-

mate their effects together with residual familial

correlations. Combined segregation-linkage analysis was

carried out, using the regressive models, which make it

possible to search for the effect of polymorphisms on

AGT variability in the presence of other sources of familial

covariation and to test whether these polymorphisms are in

complete or incomplete linkage disequilibrium with the

yet-unknown functional variant. To conduct this analysis,

we measured several anthropometric variables in a series

of 130 nuclear families, determined their plasma AGT

concentration and genotypes for already described and

newly identified polymorphisms in regions known to

contain transcriptional regulatory elements within exon 5

and the 3’-flanking region of AGT.

Materials and methods
Family data

From 1993 to 1994, 130 healthy, nuclear families of Cauca-

sian origin, composed of both parents aged 560 years and

at least two offspring aged 49 years, were recruited in the

Centre for Preventive Medicine in Vandœuvre-lès-Nancy

(France) to set up a study on familial risk factors for hyper-

tension. The study was approved by the appropriate

institutional review board and informed consent was

obtained from all subjects. Subjects with acute or chronic

disease, body mass index (BMI) 428 kg/m2, a history of

alcohol intake 450 g/24 h, and gamma-glutamyl-transfer-

ase 450 IU/l, taking oral contraceptives or

antihypertensive-drug therapy, were excluded. Blood pres-

sure was measured in the recumbent position with an

automatic device (Dinamap, Critikon). Seven measurements

were taken at 3-min intervals, and repeated 15 days later.

Application of these criteria led to the inclusion of 130

apparently healthy nuclear families with a total of 545

subjects, including 285 offspring (average number of

offspring 2.2) (Table 1).

Measurement of plasma AGT and DNA extraction

Plasma AGT was measured as the generation of angiotensin

I by radioimmunoassay.14 Genomic DNA from included

subjects were extracted by standard techniques.15

Identification of polymorphisms

Search for new di-allelic polymorphisms by PCR/SSCP or

REF From the known genomic structure of the human

AGT gene16 several overlapping sets of oligonucleotides

(sequences available upon request) were designed to

perform a systematic search for new polymorphisms by

Polymerase-Chain Reaction/Single-Strand Conformation

Analysis (PCR/SSCA)17,18 on a 1155-bp region containing

exon 5 and a part of the 3’-flanking region with two down-

stream enhancer core elements (+1399 to +1478 and +2191

to +2214).19,20

Restriction endonuclease fingerprinting (REF)21 was

performed as a modification of the SSCA method to detect

genetic variants in a 395-bp fragment (Table 2) containing

the 24-bp enhancer core element.

Direct sequencing of electrophoretic variants DNA from

samples presenting mobility shifts as variant electrophoretic

patterns was reamplified by PCR with unlabelled primers

and subsequently sequenced, using the chain-termination

Table 1 Mean (standard deviation) of measured pheno-
types in family members

Study Fathers Mothers Sons Daughters
variablesa (n=130) (n=130) (n=135) (n=150)

Plasma AGT (ng/ml) 2114 2254 1832 2056
(420) (620) (369) (513)

In(AGT) 7.6 7.7 7.5 7.6
(0.2) (0.3) (0.2) (0.2)

Age (years) 42.6 40.4 14.7 15.1
(4.6) (4.6) (3.5) (3.7)

BMI (kg/m2) 25.6 23.2 19.7 20.0
(3.4) (3.4) (3.5) (2.4)

SBP (mmHg) 120.92 107.93 107.32 104.14
(12.0) (11.0) (11.4) (10.6)

DBP (mmHg) 73.77 66.38 58.13 59.46
(8.0) (7.77) (6.02) (7.33)

aAGT=Angiotensinogen; BMI=body mass index; SBP=systolic blood
pressure; DBP=diastolic blood pressure.
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method (Sequenase Version 2.0 DNA Sequencing Kit, Amer-

sham Life Science).22

Genotyping

Genotyping of the whole study population for three di-alle-

lic polymorphisms in the 5’-flanking region (C-532T, A-20C,

G-6A), two in exon 2 (M235T, T174M) and two newly iden-

tified variants in the untranslated sequence of exon 5 and

the 3’-flanking region (C+2054A, C+2127T) of the AGT gene

was performed by hybridisation of PCR products (Table 2)

using allele specific oligonucleotides (ASO) (Table 3) as

formerly described.23

Statistical methods

Analysis of the effects of covariates on AGT Since the

AGT values were skewed, a log transformation of the data

was performed which reduced the skewness from 0.85 to

0.09. Prior to combined segregation-linkage analysis, asso-

ciations of AGT levels with covariates including sex, age,

generation (parents/offspring) effects and body mass index

(BMI) were investigated by analyses of variance and regres-

sion. Correlations of ln(AGT) with systolic (SBP) and

diastolic blood pressure (DBP) were also estimated. For

SBP and DBP, we used the mean of the 14 measurements

(see above). All these analyses considered the observations

on family members as independent and were conducted

with the BMDP package.

Preliminary analysis of the effect of AGT polymorphisms

on AGT levels The association of each polymorphism with

AGT levels was tested by one-way analysis of variance, sepa-

rately in parents and offspring. The Kruskal-Wallis non-

parametric test was used when the sample sizes were too

small. This analysis was carried out as a first approach,

assuming offspring as independent. The proportion of

AGT variance attributable to each polymorphism was calcu-

lated by the ratio (R2) of the sum of squares due to the

polymorphism to the total sum of squares.

Marker allele frequencies and linkage disequilibrium -

Marker allele frequencies and pairwise haplotype

frequencies were estimated using the whole family informa-

tion with the ILINK program of the LINKAGE package.24

Hardy – Weinberg equilibrium of each polymorphism was

tested in parents by w2 analysis. Linkage disequilibrium

between any two polymorphisms was tested by a likelihood

ratio test. Pairwise linkage disequilibrium coefficients were

expressed in terms of D.25

Combined segregation-linkage analysis Combined segre-

gation-linkage analysis was conducted by use of the class

D regressive model26,27 extended to take into account

linked marker loci28 with possible linkage disequilibrium.

When considering the co-segregation of a trait (Y) and a

marker (M), the likelihood of a family is:

L family ¼
X

PðgY ; gMÞ PðY; MjgY ; gM ; XÞ ¼
X

PðgY ; gMÞ fðYjgY; XÞ
gY gM gY gM

where gY is the vector of underlying genotypes at the unob-

served quantitative trait locus (QTL), gM, the vector of

genotypes at the observed marker locus and X is a vector

of measured covariates. P(gY, gM) is the joint probability

of QTL and marker genotypes and f(Y|gY, X) is the pene-

trance function. The probabilities of the Y and M

phenotypes given the genotypes depend on gY or gM,

respectively and P(M|gM,Y, X) is unity since M is completely

determined given gM. The QTL was assumed bi-allelic (d/D),

with d and D alleles being responsible for low and high

levels of plasma AGT, respectively. All marker polymorph-

isms are also bi-allelic, with the frequent and rare alleles

being denoted generally 1 and 2. For individuals with no

ancestors in the pedigree, P(gY, gM) is function of the haplo-

type frequencies (summing to one) which are: p(d-1), p(d-

2), p(D-1), p(D-2). Complete linkage disequilibrium (i.e.

Table 2 Primers used for amplification of the regions
containing the analysed polymorphisms

Product Temp
Location Primer size (bp) amplification

5’-region 5’-TTCCAGAAGGCACTTTTCAC-3’ 594 568C
Exon 1 5’-TAGTACCCAGAACAACGGCA-3’
Exon 2 5’-GATGCGCACAAGGTCCTGTC-3’ 354 608C
Intron 2 5’-GCCAGCAGAGAGGTTTGCCT-3’
Exon 5 5’-AATACGTGAAAGATGCAAGC-3’ 395 558C
3’-region 5’-GGGGCACAATACCAGCAGCA-3’

Table 3 Primers used for detection of AGT polymorphisms by specific oligonucleotide hybridisation

Location Primer 1 (Tm) Primer 2 (Tm)

7532 5’-TGTGTTTTCCCCAGTGT-3’ (508C) 5’-ACACTGGGAAAAACACA-3’ (488C)
720 5’-ATAGGGCATCGTGAC-3’ (468C) 5’-ATAGGGCCTCGTGAC-3’ (488C)
76 5’-ACCCGGCCAGGGGAAGA-3’ (588C) 5’-TCTTCCCCCGGCCGGGT-3’ (608C)
+521 (T174M) 5’-CTGTCCACGGTGGTG-3’ (508C) 5’-CTGTCCATGGTGGTG-3’ (488C)
+704 (M235T) 5’-GCTCCTCGATGGGAGCC-3’ (588C) 5’-GCTCCCTGACGGGAGCC-3’ (608C)
+2054 5’-TGCGGAACCATAGCTGG-3’ (548C) 5-’TGCGGAACAATAGCTGG-3’ (528C)
+2127 5’-TTATCTTTCATTTAGCA-3’ (428C) 5’-TTATCTTTTATTTAGCA-3’ (408C)

Amplification of PCR products were performed with primers shown on Table 2, as described in the Method section.
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complete identity between the marker locus and the QTL)

corresponds to p(d-2)=p(D-1)=0. Intermediate models can

be also considered where one of the two marker alleles is

in complete gametic disequilibrium with only one QTL

allele. When there is no linkage disequilibrium, the haplo-

type frequencies are the product of allele frequencies. For

individuals with ancestors in the pedigree, P(gY, gM) is func-

tion of the Mendelian probabilities and the recombination

fraction between the 2 loci which is zero here. The pene-

trance function f(Y|gY, X) is a multivariate normal density

decomposed in a product of univariate densities by regres-

sing each person’s residual phenotype on the residual

phenotypes of preceding relatives.26 Residual phenotypes

are AGT levels adjusted for the effects of the QTL and

covariates.

The penetrance function is expressed in terms of the

following parameters: the three genotype-specific means at

the QTL (mdd, , mDd, mDD), the residual variance (s2), assumed

to be the same for each genotype but possibly differing by

sex (males/females) and generation (parents/offspring), the

four phenotypic correlations, father-mother (rFM), father-

offspring (rFO), mother-offspring (rMO) and sib-sib (rSS)

and the regression coefficients on covariates which can be

genotype-dependent (bg’s).

The covariates incorporated in the analysis were the four

types of family members (fathers, sons, mothers, daughters)

to take into account sex- and/or generation-specific effects

of the QTL (i.e. QTL genotype-specific means possibly

differing in fathers, mothers, sons and daughters). At a later

stage, they also included the polymorphism with the largest

effect on plasma AGT to search for additional effects of the

remaining polymorphisms.

Parameter estimation and test of hypotheses were carried

out by use of maximum-likelihood methods as implemen-

ted in the computer program REGRESS,29 which

incorporates the regressive approach in the ILINK program

of the LINKAGE package24 and includes the GEMINI opti-

mization procedure.30 The likelihood of the family sample

was maximised under different models, as summarised in

Table 4. In a first step (step A), we assumed complete iden-

tity between the QTL and marker locus to test and estimate

the effect of the marker on the quantitative trait, which is

equivalent to the measured genotype analysis described by

Boerwinkle et al.31

Four classes of models were considered: the first class of

model (A.I) is a sporadic model with no marker effect and

no familial correlation (FC); the second class of model

(A.II) includes FC but no marker effect; the third class

of model (A.III) includes only a marker effect without

FC; the fourth class of model (A.IV) includes both a

marker effect and FC. Evidence for a marker effect is

obtained by rejecting model A.II against model A.IV and

presence of residual familial correlations is tested by

comparing model A.III to model A.IV. If there is a signifi-

cant effect of the marker on the quantitative trait,

combined-segregation analysis is pursued (step B) to test

the type of linkage disequilibrium between the marker

and QTL. Mainly, two models, complete linkage disequili-

brium (B.I) and absence of linkage disequilibrium between

the QTL and the marker (B.II), are tested against the

general model (B.III) where all haplotype frequencies are

estimated together with the other parameters. Additional

models including sex- (males/females) and generation-

(parents/offspring) specific effects as well as dominance/

recessivity of the QTL were also considered. Interactions

between the QTL and covariates were tested by comparing

sub-models where the regression coefficients, bg’s, were set

equal to the same estimate b (no interaction) versus

models in which three (or two) bg’s were estimated (inter-

action).

Table 4 Sub-models and corresponding parameters considered in measured genotype analysis and combined segregation-
linkage analysis under the general class D regressive model

Parametersa

Model p(d-1) p(d-2) p(D-1)b mdd mDd mDD s2 rFM rFO rMO rSS

A. Measured genotype analysisc

I. Sporadic model * [0] [0] * =mdd =mdd * [0] [0] [0] [0]
II. No marker effect, FCd * [0] [0] * =mdd =mdd * * * * *
III. Marker effect, no FC * [0] [0] * * * * [0] [0] [0] [0]
IV. Marker effect+FC * [0] [0] * * * * * * * *

B. Segregation-linkage analysis
I. Complete LDe between QTL and marker * [0] [0] * * * * * * * *
II. Absence of LD between QTL and marker fpd6p1 pd6p2 pD6p1 * * * * * * * *
III. General model * * * * * * * * * * *

aAll parameters defined in the text; parameters in square brackets are fixed at a value specified by the model, the asterisk * indicates the
parameters which are estimated. Covariates can also be included in the model with corresponding regression coefficients. bThree of the four
haplotype frequencies are estimated (or fixed) since their sum is one. cMeasured genotype analysis is a particular case of combined segregation-
linkage analysis where there is identity between the marker and the QTL. dFC=familial correlations in addition to the QTL effect expressed in
terms of four parameters: spouse (rFM), father-offspring (rFO), mother-offspring (rMO), and sib – sib (rss) correlations. eLD=linkage
disequilibrium. fpd, pD are the QTL allele frequencies (pd+pD=1); p1, p2 are the marker allele frequencies (p1+p2=1).
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Results
Polymorphism detection

Two new polymorphisms (C+2054A and C+2127T) were

identified near an enhancer element (+2191 to +2214)19

within the untranslated sequence of exon 5 and the 3’-
flanking region at position +2054 and +2127, respectively

(Table 3, Figure 1). The C+2054A polymorphism is located

within a putative AP-4 consensus site. Since, both poly-

morphisms were completely associated, the analysis was

only performed on the C+2054A variant.

Analysis of variance and correlation analyses

The clinical characteristics of the family members are

shown in Table 1, including means and standard deviations

of plasma AGT levels, age, body mass index (BMI), systolic

(SBP) and diastolic blood pressure (DBP). AGT means are

significantly higher in parents than in offspring

(P50.0001) and in daughters than in sons (P50.0001).

Means of SBP and DBP are both higher in parents than in

children (P50.0001) and in fathers than in mothers

(P50.0001). In children, SBP mean is significantly higher

in sons than in daughters (P=0.01), whereas there is no

difference for DBP. In the whole sample, plasma AGT is

significantly correlated with SBP (r=0.22, P50.001) and

DBP (r=0.25, P50.001). These correlations are of the same

order of magnitude and significant in each group of family

members defined by sex and generation, except that, in

mothers and sons, the correlation between AGT and DBP

does not differ significantly from zero (r=0.14 in each of

these two groups).

Given the sex and generation differences of ln(AGT),

association of AGT levels with the relevant covariates, age

and BMI, were investigated separately in the four groups

of family members: fathers, mothers, sons and daughters.

No significant effect of age and BMI was found in either

group of subjects. Thus, ln(AGT) was adjusted for the sex-

and generation-specific means and standardised within

each of the four groups of family members.

Linkage disequilibrium between AGT variants

None of the AGT gene polymorphisms showed significant

deviation from Hardy – Weinberg expectations. As shown

in Table 5, all polymorphisms are in strong linkage disequi-

librium (P50.0001) with each other, the pairwise linkage

disequilibrium coefficients D being all greater than 0.80.

Effects of AGT polymorphisms by analysis of variance

Associations of each polymorphism with the adjusted

ln(AGT) levels are shown in Table 6. C-532T is the only

polymorphism significantly associated with AGT in both

parents (P50.005) and offspring (P50.005) and explaining

respectively 5.1% and 7.0% of the variance.

The G-6A and and M235T polymorphisms have a signifi-

cant effect on AGT in parents only, accounting for 3.5%

and 4.1% of the variance, respectively. However, there is

no significant association of T174M and C+2054A poly-

morphisms with AGT. We also checked that all these

marker effects were similar with raw AGT values.

Combined segregation-linkage analysis

The main outcomes of combined segregation-linkage

analyses of AGT levels with each of the five polymorphisms

are summarised in Table 7. These included the test of the

marker effect in measured genotype analysis (model A.II

vs model A.IV of Table 4) and the tests of absence of dise-

quilibrium and complete linkage disequilibrium against

the general model (models B.II and B.I vs B.III of Table 4).

The measured genotype analysis showed first that famil-

ial correlations of AGT levels without a marker effect were

highly significant when compared to a sporadic model

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the human angiotensinogen gene (12 kb) and position of analysed polymorphisms. The
localisation of the variants in the 5’-flanking region (C-532T, A-20C, G-6A) are numbered by reference to the transcription-initiation site as
defined previously.37 The two polymorphisms of exon 2 (T174M, M235T) are at amino acid residues 174 and 235 and nucleotide
position +521 and +704. The newly identified polymorphisms in exon 5 and the 3’-flanking region are located at position +2054 and
+2127, respectively. Exon 1 to 5 are represented by open boxes. Their sizes are marked on the top of the boxes. Introns and flanking
regions are shown by thin lines. Intron sizes are shown below the line. Only putative regulatory elements located on polymorphic sites are
indicated. Triangles indicate consensus sites for transcriprion factor AP-2, AP-4, and the human angiotensinogen core promoter binding
factor 1 (AGCF1).
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(P50.000001) with estimates of father-offspring correlation,

rFO=0.36, mother-offspring correlation, rMO=0.28, and sib-

sib correlation, rSS=0.42 (results not shown). In the

presence of these correlations, all polymorphisms, except

T174M, had a significant effect on plasma AGT (second

column of Table 7). The C-532T variant had the highest

effect (P=0.000001), followed by M235T (P=0.00002), G-6A

(P=0.0002) and C+2054A (P=0.0005). The proportion of

AGT variance due to each polymorphism is of the same

order of magnitude as that obtained previously by analysis

of variance, being the highest for C-532T (4.3% in parents

and 5.5% in offspring). We noted that the C+2054A poly-

morphism had an inverse effect as compared to the

others, with the frequent allele being associated with high

AGT levels rather than the rarer allele. The effect of each

polymorphism did not differ significantly in fathers,

mothers, sons and daughters and dominant and recessive

modes of inheritance for this effect were rejected against

a more general codominant model. Moreover, residual

familial correlations were still highly significant

(P50.000001) with estimates similar to those obtained

under a model without a polymorphism effect, which is

due to the small effect of these genetic variants.

As compared with the general linkage disequilibrium

model the hypothesis of no linkage disequilibrium between

the QTL and each polymorphism was strongly rejected

whereas the hypothesis of complete identity between the

QTL and either polymorphism is never rejected (columns

3 and 4 of Table 7). However, estimates of the haplotype

frequencies (right end of Table 7) indicate that C-532T is

the only polymorphism almost confounded with the puta-

tive QTL, the C allele being almost exclusively associated

with putative low-AGT level allele (d) and the T allele with

putative high-level allele (D). Moreover, under a more

general model which specified that the means of AGT levels

could differ not only according to the QTL genotype but

also according to the sex and generation of family members

(fathers, mothers, sons and daughters) within each geno-

type, the estimates of haplotype frequencies are in

agreement with complete identity between the C-532T

and the QTL. The G-6A and M235T variants have only their

rarer allele never associated with the putative low-level (d)

allele. Comparison of these haplotype frequencies to those

estimated between the C-532T variant and each other poly-

morphism suggests there may be more than one

polymorphism within the AGT gene controlling AGT levels.

Indeed, the C-532 allele is almost exclusively associated

with the putative (d) allele, whereas the -6A allele is only

associated with the putative D allele while the estimated

frequency of (-532C/-6A) haplotype is 0.33 in this study.

To test for additional effects of polymorphisms besides

that of C-532T, combined segregation-analysis was repeated

with G-6A, M235T and C+2054A by either adjusting AGT

levels for the effect of C-532T prior to the analysis or

including C-532T as a covariate in the model (Table 8).

The effects of these three variants are still significant but

in a lesser extent than before (at about 5% level for G-6A

and at 1% level for M235T and C+2054A) and residual

familial correlations are still highly significant

(P50.000001). Again, the hypothesis of no linkage disequi-

librium is rejected and a model of complete linkage

disequilibrium fits well with the data, although the haplo-

type frequencies show similar patterns as before, with -6A

and 235T alleles being never associated with the putative

Table 5 Allele frequencies (rarer alleles) and pairwise
linkage disequilibrium coefficients (D’) between AGT poly-
morphisms

Allele
Polymorphism frequency G-6A C-532T T174M M235T

G-6A 0.43 – – – –
C-532T 0.10 0.96 – – –
T174M 0.12 0.96 0.83 – –
M235T 0.43 0.94 0.95 1.0 –
C+2054A 0.32 0.85 0.94 0.82 0.91

Table 6 Association between ln(AGT) and polymorphisms of AGT in parents and offspring assuming observations are
independent

Genotypic mean (SD)/no. of subjects % of variance
Polymorphism 11a 12 22b R2 P value

G-6A Parents 70.18 (1.0)/71 0.01 (0.99)/115 0.37 (0.83)/40 3.5 0.02
Offspring 70.11 (1.08)/69 70.03 (0.96)/140 0.31 (1.09)/33 1.7 0.14

C-532T Parents 70.11 (0.99)/182 0.44 (0.92)/41 0.82 (7)c/2 5.1 0.005d

Offspring 70.08 (0.96)/203 0.26 (1.05)/40 2.57 (7)c/2 7.0 0.005d

T174M Parents 0.06 (1.01)/172 70.17 (0.98)/49 70.48 (7)c/4 1.3 0.19d

Offspring 70.91 (1.04)/182 0.25 (0.88)/61 70.01 (7)c/3 2.1 0.06d

M235T Parents 70.25 (1.06)/72 0.04 (0.97)/114 0.34 (0.85)/38 4.1 0.01
Offspring 70.17 (1.07)/66 0.02 (0.95)/140 0.32 (1.07)/34 2.2 0.07

C+2054A Parents 0.09 (0.97)/98 70.02 (1.03)/111 70.30 (0.96)/17 1.1 0.30
Offspring 0.15 (1.04)/108 70.06 (0.96)/119 70.35 (1.01)/19 2.0 0.08

a1 denotes presence of the frequent allele. b2 denotes presence of the rare allele. cStandard deviation is irrelevant given the small sample size.
dKruskal-Walllis non-parametric test.
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functional allele for low AGT levels. When C-532T was

included as a covariate in the analysis, we checked that

its effect in presence of the tested polymorphism remained

always significant. Interactions between the effects of C-

532T and either tested variant were not significant.

Discussion
Because AGT level is a stable quantitative trait which is the

most closely related to the AGT gene, it was used as a

phenotype in our study which was aimed at searching for

candidate functional variant(s) within AGT, which may

regulate AGT expression. In these healthy nuclear families,

typically composed of two parents and two children, plas-

ma AGT was significantly higher in the parental

generation, both in men and women. However, within

generation there was no correlation with age. A positive

correlation between plasma AGT and both DBP and SBP

in parents and children was found in our study. This is in

agreement with previous results from Walker et al.,32 who

found a significant correlation between recumbent DBP

and AGT concentration in subjects with a mean age of

31.3+0.4 years.

All polymorphisms we studied were located in the AGT

gene, within a region of 12 kb between position -532

upstream from the transcription start to position +2127 in

the 3’-flanking region. This explains the strong linkage dise-

quilibrium found between these polymorphisms.

Preliminary analyses of variance showed a strong associa-

tion of the C-532T polymorphism with plasma AGT in both

parents and children, whereas G-6A and M235T had less

significant effects only in parents and no association was

detected for the two remaining markers. The G-6A poly-

morphism, previously considered as a candidate

functional variant,12 explained a smaller part of the AGT

variance than C-532T, although the frequency of the allele

responsible for high AGT levels is much higher (0.43 vs

0.10).

Combined segregation-linkage analysis shows highly

significant effects of all polymorphisms, except for

T174M. This confirms the high power of this approach to

detect candidate genes with small effects underlying a

complex trait.33 Indeed, the proportion of total phenotypic

variance explained by these different polymorphisms varies

from 0.2% to 4.3% in parents and from 1.1% to 5.5% in

Table 7 Combined segregation-linkage analysis of ln(AGT) and five polymorphisms of the AGT locus

Chi-squares values corresponding to the tests of different hypothesesa

No polymorphism effect Absence of LDb vs Complete LDb vs Haplotype frequenciesc

Polymorphism vs effect (w2
2) general LD model (w2

1) general LD model (w2
2) d-1 d-2 D-1 D-2

G-6A 17.49 (P=0.0002) 17.65 (P=0.00003) 1.81 (P=0.40) 0.28 0.0 0.29 0.43
0.38 0.0 0.18 0.43

C-532T 27.98 (P=0.000001) 22.39 (P=0.000002) 0.27 (P=0.87) 0.89 0.02 0.01 0.08
0.90 0.00 0.00 0.10

T174M 4.13 (P=0.13) – –
M235T 21.98 (P=0.000002) 19.93 (P=0.000008) 2.48 (P=0.29) 0.33 0.0 0.24 0.43

0.42 0.00 0.15 0.43
C+2054A 15.31 (P=0.0005) 13.43 (P=0.0003) 1.20 (P=0.55) 0.50 0.12 0.18 0.20

0.25 0.25 0.42 0.08
aAll tests shown here were conducted in presence of residual familial correlations which were highly significant. bLD=linkage disequilibrium. cd
and D are the alleles of the putative functional variant responsible for low and high AGT levels for all polymorphisms, except for C+2054A
where it is the contrary; 1 and 2 represent the frequent and rare alleles of each polymorphism, respectively. The first line shows the estimates of
haplotype frequencies under a sub-model with no sex- and generation-specific effects of the QTL, which fits the data, whereas the second line
(in italics) is the more general model including these effects (i.e. effect of QTL differing in fathers, mothers, sons and daughters within each
genotype).

Table 8 Combined segregation-linkage analysis of ln(AGT) and polymorphisms of the AGT gene when adjusting for the effect
of the C-532T polymorphism prior to the analysis (1st line) or introducing it as a covariate in the model of analysis (2nd line)

Chi-squares values corresponding to the tests of different hypothesesa

No polymorphism effect Absence of LDb vs Complete LD vs
Polymorphism vs effect (w2

2) general LD model (w2
1) general LD model (w2

2)

G-6A 6.89 (P=0.032) 6.61 (P=0.011) 3.12 (P=0.21)
6.13 (P=0.047) 9.11 (P=0.003) 3.92 (P=0.14)

M235T 10.14 (P=0.006) 12.17 (P=0.0005) 5.17 (P=0.08)
9.72 (P=0.008) 13.23 (P=0.0003) 5.10 (P=0.08)

C+2054A 10.09 (P=0.006) 9.79 (P=0.0002) 1.99 (P=0.37)
9.24 (P=0.009) 8.00 (P=0.005) 0.94 (P=0.63)

aAll tests shown here were conducted in presence of residual familial correlations which were highly significant. bLD=linkage disequilibrium.
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offspring. Moreover, the estimates of residual familial corre-

lations, which are highly significant, underline the

substantial role of other genes and/or shared environmental

factors influencing AGT levels. We noted, that the pattern

of these correlations did not differ significantly from that

specified by a polygenic model where the parent-offspring

and sib-sib correlations are equal (rFO=rMO=rSS=0.33).

The hypothesis of complete confounding of either poly-

morphism with the putative functional variant is never

rejected, although estimates of haplotype frequencies do

not show such confounding. This may be due to a lack of

power, as found in a simulation study.34 The C-532T poly-

morphism shows the strongest effect and is confounded

with the putative functional variant when sex- and genera-

tion-specific effects of this variant are taken into account.

This designates C-532T as the best candidate for further

functional studies. The C allele is associated with the puta-

tive low-level allele and the T allele with the putative high-

level allele. Taking into account the effect of this variant by

adjusting AGT levels prior to the analysis or including C-

532T as a covariate in the model leads to residual significant

effects of G-6A, M235T and C+2054A, the two latter being

more significant. Interestingly, the two approaches lead to

similar results. The rarer alleles of G-6A and M235T are

never associated with the putative functional allele respon-

sible for low AGT levels. Interactive effects of C-532T with

any of the polymorphisms are not significant, which may

be also due to a lack of power. Indeed, including an inter-

action in the model, leads to an effect of either tested

polymorphism, G-6A, M235T or C+2054A, which is higher

in subjects bearing at least one -532T allele as opposed to

those bearing only C-532 alleles. A polymorphism (A-

20C), located in the proximal 5’-flanking region, was shown

to be associated with differences in plasma AGT in a Japa-

nese population, and to be associated with in vitro

changes in transcription level induced by AGT promoters.35

This polymorphism is also in linkage disequilibrium with

the M235T polymorphism.36 Therefore, this polymorphism

was also tested by analysis of variance and by segregation-

linkage analysis and no significant effect was found to be

associated with this polymorphism. Altogether, these results

indicate that there are at least two functional variants with-

in the AGT gene controlling part of AGT variation with

other yet-unknown familial factors playing an important

role.

In view of the correlation between plasma AGT and

blood pressure, genes affecting plasma AGT may affect

blood pressure. The effect of the C-532T polymorphism

was tested on SBP and DBP by analysis of variance and indi-

cated only a borderline significant association with DBP.

Segregation-linkage analysis carried out on DBP, adjusted

for relevant covariates, did not show any significant effect.

Since C-532T explains about 5% of plasma AGT variance

and the correlation between DBP and AGT is at most 0.21

in fathers and daughters, there may not be enough power

to detect a significant effect of this polymorphism on blood

pressure. Alternatively, these polymorphisms may have no

direct effect on blood pressure but may act indirectly by

controlling AGT variability.

This study clearly designates the C-532T polymorphism

as a strong candidate for having a functional role on genet-

ic determination of AGT expression and accounting for

approximately 5% of AGT variability. However, our analyses

suggest a more complex model than a single functional di-

allelic variant, involving more likely a combination of

variants within the AGT gene modulating gene expression.

Combined segregation-linkage analysis based on regressive

models appears to be a powerful tool to detect candidate

genetic variants involved in a complex trait and urge to test

in vitro the functional role of candidate polymorphisms,

alone and in combination.
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